Most drugs function by binding reversibly to specific biological targets, and therapeutic effects generally require saturation of these targets. One means of decreasing required drug concentrations is incorporation of reactive metal centers that elicit irreversible modification of targets. A common approach has been the design of artificial proteases/nucleases containing metal centers capable of hydrolyzing targeted proteins or nucleic acids. However, these hydrolytic catalysts typically provide relatively low rate constants for target inactivation. Recently, various catalysts were synthesized that use oxidative mechanisms to selectively cleave/inactivate therapeutic targets, including HIV RRE RNA or angiotensin converting enzyme (ACE). These oxidative mechanisms, which typically involve reactive oxygen species (ROS), provide access to comparatively high rate constants for target inactivation. Target-binding affinity, co-reactant selectivity, reduction potential, coordination unsaturation, ROS products (metal-associated vs metal-dissociated; hydroxyl vs superoxide), and multiple-turnover redox chemistry were studied for each catalyst, and these parameters were related to the efficiency, selectivity, and mechanism(s) of inactivation/cleavage of the corresponding target for each catalyst. Important factors for future oxidative catalyst development are 1) positioning of catalyst reduction potential and redox reactivity to match the physiological environment of use, 2) maintenance of catalyst stability by use of chelates with either high denticity or other means of stabilization, such as the square planar geometric stabilization of Ni-and Cu-ATCUN complexes, 3) optimal rate of inactivation of targets relative to the rate of generation of diffusible ROS, 4) targeting and linker domains that afford better control of catalyst orientation, and 5) general bio-availability and drug delivery requirements.
Introduction
The current most universally employed paradigm for drug development has a critical limitation. Drug molecules are typically designed to bind reversibly to specific biological targets that are associated with disease states, and therapeutic effects are achieved through saturation of these targets. For these drugs, target recognition operates within a 'lock and key' paradigm, and specificity for a given target is dictated by the structural recognition and bonding complementarity of a drug molecule with respect to the target. Following binding, the target is either inhibited or stimulated with regard to its role in disease progression, resulting in the desired therapeutic effect. However, these drugs are critically limited by the reversible nature of the binding interaction with their targets.
The reversible nature of drug/target binding is such that a drug repetitively binds and releases its target (on a microscopic level), and this fact dictates that a high enough concentration of a drug must be present in order to achieve saturation of a sufficient majority of the population of the target (on a macroscopic level), in order to achieve the therapeutic effect. This limitation prevents the use of many drugs, since the extremely high doses required to achieve target saturation also result in binding to non-targeted tissues, causing unacceptable side effects. Accordingly, there is a need for improved paradigms for drug development.
One approach that holds much promise involves the design of catalytic metallodrugs that contain both a catalytic metal center and a targeting domain, which mediates the localization of each reactive catalyst to the target (1, 2) . Catalytic metallodrugs have the potential to circumvent the most critical problem outlined above, which is the requirement for high dosage that results from the reversible nature of most drug/target interactions. Catalytic metallodrugs are able to both bind to and irreversibly modify the target in a catalytic process, introducing the potential for multiple turnover function (3) such that substoichiometric concentrations of the catalytic metallodrug may be used to achieve the therapeutic effect. The resulting enzyme-like behavior of catalytic metallodrugs could permit lower doses to be used. Additionally, catalytic metallodrugs possess the potential for enhanced selectivity as a result of a double filter mechanism whereby target selectivity arises from both binding and intrinsic reactivity (1, 2) . That is, inactivation of a target by a catalytic metallodrug is achieved only if two criteria are met: 1) the metallodrug binds the target with sufficiently high affinity, and 2) the metallodrug-target complex is such that the catalytic metal center is properly aligned to react with the target (1, 2, 4) . The catalytic process thereby adds stringency to the function of catalytic metallodrugs, relative to drugs that merely bind to their targets.
Recent progress in the development of catalytic metallodrugs
Catalytic metallodrugs developed to date typically consist of artificial nucleases and artificial proteases that modify their target, through either hydrolytic or oxidative mechanisms. Artificial proteases, which modify protein targets, have included hydrolytic Co-and Cu-cyclen, oxidative Ni-and Cu-ATCUN, and photo-activated Rucomplexes, as well as a variety of other oxidative Mchelates with various tunable properties, typically conjugated to a targeting molecule, to effect protein modification (1, 2, (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) . The artificial protease class of catalytic metallodrugs represents an attractive route to therapy, due to the direct role of many protein targets in disease states and the relative ease of delivery of drugs to many proteins (especially extracellular proteins).
Similarly, artificial nucleases, which modify DNA or RNA targets, have included metal-based catalysts with oxidative (1) (2) (3) (4) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) (27) , hydrolytic (28) (29) (30) (31) (32) , and/or photoreactive properties (33, 34) , and conjugation to targeting molecules has been shown to endow such catalysts with specificity toward targeted DNA or RNA sequences (4, 18, 26, 31, 32, 35) . Cisplatin derivatives (36, 37) and DNA-alkylating drugs (38) (39) (40) (41) provide other means of eliciting DNA damage, although by differing mechanisms of strand breakage and base-alkylation/crosslinking, respectively. The development of artificial nucleases is of significant interest since the information encoded in nucleic acid polymers is central to all biological phenomena, and attaining control of this encoded genetic information is an ultimate goal. However, critical challenges remain that must first be overcome.
Challenges in the development of catalytic metallodrugs
Despite much promise and the remarkable strides made so far, development of catalytic metallodrugs for therapeutic use remains at an early stage, with many factors to be considered. For instance, many of the catalytic metallodrugs developed to date provide insufficient rates of inactivation of their targets, with respect to the in vivo half-lives of both biological targets and drug molecules. Additionally, the in vivo stabilities of many metallodrugs are limited, thus curtailing in vivo use. However, there are countless natural examples of optimized catalytic metal cofactors that perform important catalytic roles with extremely high efficiency, selectivity, and stability, providing researchers with realistic hopes of developing highly efficient catalytic metallodrugs for specific therapeutic targets.
Catalytic metallodrugs function through various mechanisms, some of which are complex and difficult to study, with some catalysts producing an abundance of diffusible reactive oxygen species (ROS) that may damage nontargeted cellular tissues, while other catalysts either produce controllable metal-bound ROS or promote hydrolytic mechanisms that effect modification of targets in a more selective manner. The reactivity of oxidative catalysts toward therapeutic targets depends heavily on catalysts' properties, such as reduction potential, reactivity with redox coreactants, coordination environment, the identity of the active intermediate, catalyst stability, and the metal/ligand combination used to provide target selectivity. Therefore, it has become critical to elucidate the interrelationships among these catalyst parameters and the overall ability of such catalysts to inactivate, damage, and/or cleave therapeutic targets.
Redox-active catalytic metallodrugs
Our laboratory has recently focused on the development of several families of catalytic metallodrugs (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) , in which irreversible modification of targeted biomolecules is achieved through conjugation of a redox reactive catalytic metal center to an appropriate targeting domain. Many of the resulting catalytic metallodrugs have been shown to both bind to and selectively inactivate their biological targets, in some cases with very high efficiency and/or selectivity. We have studied several families of catalysts based on combinations of the transition metals Fe 2+ + , Co 2+ + , Ni 2+ + , and Cu 2+ + with the chelators cyclam, cyclen, CB-TE2A, DOTA, DTPA, EDTA, tripeptide GGH, tetrapeptide KGHK, NTA, and TACN, shown in Figure 1 (19) . We have linked many of these catalysts to targeting molecules such as the Rev peptide (4, 18) , lisinopril (17) , the peptide YrFK (3), and the cyclic peptide cyclo(RGDfK) for the purpose of targeting HIV-1 Rev response element (RRE) RNA, human angiotensin-1 converting enzyme (sACE-1), the internal ribosome entry site RNA of hepatitis C virus, and integrin proteins, respectively, and successful targeted catalytic inactivation and/or cleavage has been demonstrated.
Many of the metal chelates (M-chelates) shown here possess known reactivity with biologically available redox coreactants, including ascorbate, H 2 O 2 , and O 2 , promoting formation of target-damaging ROS, as shown in Scheme 1 (19, (42) (43) (44) . These catalysts provide variability in reduction potential, coordination unsaturation, coreactant reactivity, and size, while correlations between several of these parameters and metallodrug activity have been shown (4, (17) (18) (19) . We have demonstrated that it is possible to tune the reactivity of metallodrugs to match target-specific requirements by varying these catalyst parameters in order to achieve desired effects, by either maximizing reactivity with the available coreactants, maximizing reactivity with the target, or both.
Mechanisms of action
The ability of metallodrugs to catalyze irreversible inactivation and/or cleavage of their respective targets is attributed to the known ability of metal chelates to facilitate conversion of the oxidants O 2 or H 2 O 2 to ROS through electron transfer, followed by the reaction of these nascent ROS with the bound target, resulting in inactivation and/or cleavage of the target. Meanwhile, ascorbate, a biologically available single-electron reductant, is known to function as a pro-oxidant by re-reducing oxidized metal centers following generation of ROS, allowing multiple turnovers to occur. The oxidants O 2 and/or H 2 O 2 and the reductant ascorbate provide the driving forces responsible for the observed reactivity, while the metal chelate catalyzes single electron transfer from reductant to oxidant, generating ROS in the process, as illustrated in Scheme 1.
Our laboratory has elucidated the relative rates of ROS generation (in the form of diffusible radicals), rates of multiple-turnover ascorbate consumption, and reduction potentials for the metal chelates shown in Figure 1 (18, 19 . The metal chelates shown here possess variability in size, coordination unsaturation, reduction potential, reactivity with coreactants, the ability to generate reactive oxygen species (ROS), the type of ROS produced, and whether the ROS produced are metal-bound or diffusible. using TEMPO-9-AC ( Figure 2B ) and rhodamine B as radical traps and monitoring, in real time, the changes in fluorescence and absorbance, respectively, that occur upon reaction of these radical traps with the diffusible radicals produced by each metal chelate (19) . TEMPO-9-AC is sensitive to both superoxide and hydroxyl radicals (45) (46) (47) , and the presence or absence of added H 2 O 2 likely distinguishes whether the radicals observed by reaction with TEMPO-9-AC were primarily hydroxyl or superoxide radicals, respectively (under aerobic conditions); rhodamine B is known to react with only hydroxyl radicals (48) . Rates of catalyst-mediated multiple-turnover ascorbate consumption were similarly determined by monitoring the decrease in absorbance of ascorbate over time, following catalyst-mediated conversion of ascorbate to ascorbyl radical, with either O 2 or H 2 O 2 as an oxidant (Figure 2A ) (19) . Reduction potentials for each metal chelate were separately determined by use of square wave voltammetry, and relationships between reduction potential and redox reactivity were observed (18, 19) .
Knowledge of the redox reactivity for these metal chelates has proven useful for the interpretation of the Figure 2 . Summary of rates of multiple-turnover ascorbate consumption (A) and rates of TEMPO-9-AC monitored radical generation (B) for each M-chelate obtained, under aerobic conditions (19) . Data within each subfigure are for reactions with either O 2 (front) or H 2 O 2 (rear) as an oxidant. Concentrations were initially 10 mM M-chelate, 10 mM TEMPO-9-AC (when present), 1 mM H 2 O 2 (when present), and/or 1 mM ascorbate (when present). *Fe-TACN/H 2 O 2 was observed to promote very rapid radical generation relative to other catalysts, requiring stopped-flow measurements to determine an observed rate of 25.94 ± 0.02 mM/min with the conditions used.
observed reactivities of catalytic metallodrugs that utilize these metal chelates, while certain relationships between catalyst reduction potential, the ability to generate diffusible ROS, and the ability to consume ascorbate with multiple turnovers have been observed. For instance, we observed that the highest rates of both diffusible radical generation and multiple-turnover ascorbate consumption occur when the catalyst reduction potential is poised between the reduction potentials of the relevant coreactant half-reactions (Figure 3 ), such that multiple turnovers are thermodynamically favored. The reduction potentials for ascorbyl radical/ascorbate and H 2 O 2 /OH? at neutral pH are -66 mV and + +380 mV, respectively, and Mchelates in this range of reduction potential generally provide the greatest redox reactivity (18, 19) . Similar phenomena have been observed elsewhere, especially for superoxide dismutase, which also possesses a reduction potential poised between those of the relevant redox half reactions (49, 50) .
The dependence of redox activity on M-chelate reduction potentials is akin to the role of a middleman or broker in a financial market: the middleman (M-chelate) catalyzes the transfer of money (electrons) from buyer (reductant) to seller (oxidant) -the middleman's operation typically only has long-term viability (thermodynamically favored multiple turnovers) if his price (reduction potential) remains poised between those of the buyer and seller. Similarly, M-chelates with reduction potentials between those of the relevant coreactant half-reactions generally provide the highest reactivity, both at the level of coreactant consumption and ROS generation and also at the level of target inactivation and/or cleavage, although a few exceptions do exist. Artificial nucleases that oxidatively cleave targeted nucleic acids were found to possess optimal nuclease activity when the reduction potentials for the attached metal chelates were between those of the relevant coreactant half reactions (-66 and + +380 mV), as expected (4, 18, 19) . However, optimal inactivation of protein targets, such as human ACE, by catalytic metallodrugs was found to occur for catalysts with higher reduction potentials (approximately 1000 mV), most likely reflecting the increased stability of protein targets toward oxidation, relative to nucleic acids, as discussed later (5, 6, 17) . The ability of M-chelates to consume coreactants selectively and the degree to which the ROS produced are metal-bound or diffusible are both key determinants of the mechanisms and efficiency of target inactivation and/or cleavage by catalytic metallodrugs that incorporate these M-chelates. The in vivo concentrations of the redox coreactants O 2 , H 2 O 2 , and ascorbate (and/or glutathione), and the resulting ability of metallodrugs to function, are highly variable and dependent on the in vivo location (i.e., extracellular vs intracellular; cytoplasm vs nucleus) and the redox state of this location (i.e., hypoxic vs normal conditions vs oxidative stress), and so the relative abilities of metallodrugs to function in vivo are expected to be directly related to the ability of each M-chelate to preferentially consume ascorbate in cooperation with either O 2 or H 2 O 2 . Studies of the relative abilities of M-chelates to consume ascorbate, and the degree to which this reactivity was selectively favored by either O 2 or H 2 O 2 , are useful for this purpose. Similarly, metallodrugs that generate a plethora of diffusible radicals are expected to be less selective in vivo, since diffusible radicals may harm nontargeted tissues, while metallodrugs that react via more controlled pathways, such as a metal-bound ROS, may be able to elicit cleaner inactivation of the targeted molecule. Comparison of the rates of M-chelate-mediated ascorbate consumption with the rates of diffusible radical generation allows an assessment of the degree to which the ROS produced by each metal center were either metal-bound or diffusible, while other techniques, such as determining the radius of oxidative reactivity relative to a fixed metal center, have also been used to identify the type of ROS produced by each metallodrug.
Applications
The general concept behind the design of redox-active catalytic metallodrugs involves tethering of a redox-active M-chelate to a targeting molecule, such that the targeting molecule mediates the localization of the redox-active Mchelate to the target, with subsequent inactivation and/or cleavage of the target occurring as a result of the proximal formation of ROS. Following synthesis and characterization of metallodrug compounds, the typical set of experiments consists of, first, determining the relative binding affinity of each compound to the corresponding target in the absence of any redox reactivity (no coreactants present). Second, once the relative binding affinities have been established, the catalysts, coreactants, and the target are co-incubated, under conditions with known extents of target-saturation and binding stiochiometry, and the rate constants for irreversible target inactivation are determined, typically in the presence of various combinations of coreactants. Examples are outlined in the following sections.
Targeted cleavage of HIV RRE RNA by M-chelate-Rev catalysts
Catalysts that target and oxidatively cleave/modify viral mRNA represent a particularly ideal class of anti-viral drugs, since oxidative modification of mRNA is an irreversible process because cells lack a general RNA repair mechanism. Furthermore, each copy of mRNA typically precedes multiple copies of translation products critical to the production of active viral particles, and therefore mRNA is a high-value target.
Our laboratory has synthesized and evaluated a series of compounds that target reactive M-chelates to the HIV-1 RRE mRNA (4, 18) . These compounds are based on combinations of the transition metals Fe 2+ + , Co 2+ + , Ni 2+ + , and Cu 2+ + and selected chelators, including DOTA, DTPA, EDTA, NTA, tripeptide GGH, and tetrapeptide KGHK, each of which was chemically linked to the RNAtargeting Rev peptide that promotes high-affinity binding to the RRE stem loop IIB mRNA. The resulting catalysts are summarized in Figure 4 (51, 52) . Our laboratory has also recently demonstrated successful inactivation of the hepatitis C virus by several metallodrugs containing complexes between copper and amino terminal copper/ nickel-binding motifs (Cu-ATCUN complexes) that target and cleave the internal ribosome entry site of HCV mRNA, as demonstrated by use of both spectroscopic and HCV replicon assays (3).
First, dissociation constants for binding of HIV RRE RNA were determined by use of a fluorescence titration assay ( Figure 5 ), using 2-aminopurine-labeled RRE RNA (AP-RRE), originally developed by Lacourciere et al. (53) . These experiments revealed high-affinity RRE RNA-binding by all metal-chelate-Rev species, with K D values ranging from ,0.2-16 nM, indicating little to no loss of RNA affinity due to the coupling of the metal-chelates to the Rev peptide, although a few minor trends related to the size and charge of the attached M-chelate were observed (Table 1) . We also observed secondary binding of M-chelate-Rev catalysts to a low-affinity binding site on the RRE RNA (K D2 ,200-2600 nM). Meanwhile, binding of the M-chelate-Rev peptides to plasmid DNA was found to have a much lower binding affinity (K D,app ,1700-3600 nM bp DNA; Table 2 ) (4), and the Rev peptide has previously been shown to bind yeast tRNA with a similarly low affinity (K D ,2400 nM) (54) , confirming the selectivity of RRE binding for the Rev peptide and its utility as an RRE RNA-targeting molecule. Molecular modeling of the complexes formed between each M-chelate-Rev catalyst and the HIV RRE RNA ( Figure 6 ) (18) has been enabled by availability of the NMR solution structure of the complex formed between the Rev peptide and stem loop IIB of the HIV RRE RNA, determined by Battiste et al. (55) .
Following elucidation of the RRE-binding affinities for each M-chelate-Rev catalyst, each catalyst was incubated with RRE RNA in the presence of coreactants, with variable time points, and the rates of catalyst-promoted cleavage of the RRE RNA and identities of cleavage products were determined by use of several independent methods: including PAGE analysis, real time fluorimetry (Figure 7) , and MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry (MS) analysis (Figure 8 ). The high-affinity complex formation in the M-chelate-Rev/RRE system allows careful analysis of the nuclease activity for each Rev-coupled M-chelate, such that variability in binding affinities and overall alignment of the Rev peptide with the RRE RNA backbone are not significant. This fact has allowed elucidation of correlations between nuclease activity and catalyst parameters such as reduction potential, coordination unsaturation, coreactant selectivity, the overall charge associated with each M-chelate-Rev complex, and the alignment of metal centers with the RNA backbone. In particular, a clear correlation was noted between the nuclease activity of the M-chelate-Rev catalysts and the reduction potential of the attached M-chelate, such that optimal rates of RNA cleavage were observed for M-chelates with reduction potentials between those of H 2 O 2 /OH? (380 mV) and ascorbyl radical/ascorbate -66 mV, consistent with the general trends observed for the general reactivity of M-chelates with redox coreactants ( Figure 3) .
Targeting of the HIV RRE RNA has been demonstrated by three distinct methods: 1) time-dependent cleavage of RRE RNA was studied for both M-chelate-Rev catalysts and for M-chelates lacking attached Rev, and rates of cleavage were generally much higher for the Rev-coupled catalysts than for M-chelates lacking Rev ( Figures 7 and 8) ; 2) PAGE-monitored cleavage of RRE RNA by both Mchelate-Rev catalysts and M-chelates lacking Rev was tested in the presence of variable concentrations of competing tRNA, and attachment to Rev was generally required to maintain the ability to cleave RRE RNA in the presence of elevated tRNA concentrations ( (56, 57) . Catalysts that promoted rapid oxidative scission gave primarily 39-PO 4 and 39-PG overhangs, and these products were shown to arise primarily as a result of oxidative hydrogen abstraction (56, 57) . Furthermore, following oxidative cleavage, we observed a correlation between the relative concentrations of 39-PG overhangs and base 2-hydroxypropenal cleavage products, each of which is predicted to result from H-4 abstraction from RNA (base 2-hydroxypropenals are the RNA analogues of the basepropenals formed from H-4 abstraction from DNA) (57, 58) ; this correlation validates H-4 abstraction as a major pathway of oxidative strand scission for the M-chelate-Rev/RRE RNA system. H-5 abstraction is another likely major pathway, consistent with the similarly high rate of formation of 39-phosphate overhangs during oxidative cleavage of the RRE RNA, but not under hydrolytic conditions (57) . MALDI-TOF MS-monitored oxidative scission of RRE RNA by M-EDTA-Rev and M-EDTA complexes is illustrated in Figure 8 .
Mass spectrometric analysis of the cleavage products generated by M-chelate-Rev catalysts revealed highly focused regions of cleavage within the RRE RNA, such that cleavage by each M-chelate-Rev catalyst happened most rapidly in close proximity to the attached metal center (Figures 8 and 9 ). Conversely, the cleavage products observed after reaction with M-chelates lacking Rev were typically present at far lower concentrations and originated over wider, less focused regions of the RRE RNA (Figures 8 and 9) , although a few coordinatively unsaturated copper complexes were also observed to bind and cleave within the bulge of stem loop IIB even without attachment to Rev, but only in the presence of H 2 O 2 . MALDI-TOF MS methods of analysis of M-chelate-Rev/ RRE RNA reactions have provided a unique technique by which to probe whether the ROS responsible for RNA cleavage, produced by each catalyst, were primarily metalbound or diffusible. A combination of the relative abundances of 39-phosphoglycolate overhang products that resulted from H-4 hydrogen abstraction events at various nucleotide positions within the RRE RNA, as monitored by MALDI-TOF MS, and the cartesian coordinates of all H-4 atoms in the solution structure of the Rev/RRE complex allowed a 3D radius of oxidative reactivity to be established for each M-chelate-Rev catalyst, providing an assessment of whether the catalyst-generated ROS responsible for H-4 abstraction by each catalyst were primarily diffusible or metal-bound (57) . A low radius of reactivity was attributed Figure 8 . Targeted cleavage of Rev response element (RRE) RNA required attachment of catalysts to the Rev peptide in order to achieve efficient cleavage, as seen by differences in reactivity between the M-chelate-Rev catalysts and M-chelates lacking Rev (56) . After 1 h incubation of each catalyst and co-reactants with the Fl-RRE RNA, the apparent abundances of individual RNA cleavage fragments were quantified. The data correspond to the abundances (MS peak area fractions) of oxidation products (cleavage fragments containing nascent terminal 39-PO 4 , 39-PG, or 59-PO 4 overhangs), at positions corresponding mechanistically (adjacent) to each illustrated site of H-abstraction, after 1 h reaction. Inset: The same data were mapped onto the 3D solution structure of the RRE RNA, for several catalysts and the control lacking a catalyst (red corresponds to highest reactivity; blue corresponds to reactivity below background). to a metal-bound ROS (hydroxyl or superoxide radical) as the reactive intermediate responsible for the observed hydrogen abstraction from RNA by each catalyst, whereas a high radius of reactivity was attributed to a diffusible ROS (hydroxyl or superoxide radical) as the reactive intermediate. Certain catalysts, such as Fe-EDTA-Rev and Fe-DTPARev, appeared to cleave the RRE RNA by diffusible radical intermediates (high radius of reactivity), as expected, whereas others, such as Cu-GGH-Rev, appeared to cleave the RNA by metal-bound radicals (low radius of reactivity). These data complement the basic studies of diffusible radical generation by each M-chelate, described earlier ( Figure 2B ).
In summary, these M-chelate-Rev compounds are promising reagents for irreversible inactivation of the RRE RNA, due to the RRE-binding selectivity and irreversible nature of their nuclease activity, and represent a remarkable improvement over the majority of current drugs, which operate reversibly and thus require higher concentrations in order to attain effectiveness. Studies of targeted cleavage of HIV RRE RNA by the family of Mchelate-Rev catalysts shown herein have provided a wealth of information and have revealed important relationships between target-binding affinity, nuclease activity, catalyst reduction potential, and redox activity. Therefore, these studies provide a benchmark for further development of reagents that function by irreversibly cleaving mRNA targets.
DNA nuclease activity of M-chelate-Rev and M-chelate complexes
DNA nucleases represent an important approach to treatment of certain diseases, such as cancer and HIV, that ultimately stem from genetic sources, since eradication of the genes of such diseases is required to effect a cure (4, 19, 21, 25, 26, 28, 31, 32, 59) . Current anticancer strategies include the use of DNA-binding cisplatin derivatives (36, 37, 60, 61) , DNA intercalators (62, 63) , and alkylating drugs (40, 41) as antineoplastic agents as well as the use of retroviral gene therapy, and these current techniques are quite limited, since they either lack selectivity, cause unintended insertional mutagenesis, and/or cause secondary cancers (64, 65) . A more selective approach is required, and one such possibility is the use of metallodrugs that contain both a reactive metal center and a gene-targeting domain, such that only targeted genes are inactivated.
The M-chelate-Rev catalysts, which were originally designed to target and cleave HIV RRE RNA (18) , were also tested for their ability to bind to and cleave doublestranded DNA, since the positively charged Arg-rich Rev peptide possesses moderate DNA-binding affinity (54) , endowing the M-chelate-Rev catalysts with moderate DNA-binding affinity (Table 2 ) and enhanced DNA nuclease activity, relative to the M-chelates lacking any targeting domain (4) . Although the Rev peptide is not known to bind specifically to any DNA sequence used in our experiments, comparison of the nuclease activities for the M-chelate-Rev catalysts and the M-chelates lacking attached Rev reveals the ability to enhance the nuclease activity of the reactive M-chelates to DNA by electrostatic targeting (attachment to positively charged Rev peptide). Therefore, if such enhancements can be caused by mere electrostatic targeting between negatively charged DNA and positively charged M-chelate-Rev catalysts, then far greater enhancements to nuclease activity and gene-targeted therapy are expected if the targeting domains instead consisted of more specific gene-targeting sequences, such as anti-sense PNA or oligonucleotide sequences.
Our experiments consisted of, first, determining the binding affinities between the Rev peptide and supercoiled plasmid DNA, and second, comparing the DNA nuclease activities of the M-chelate-Rev catalysts with those of the M-chelates lacking Rev (4). DNA-binding affinities were determined by fluorescence-monitored titrations of Mchelate-Rev catalysts with DNA, for which DNA binding resulted in a blue shift in the fluorescence emission of a Trp residue within the Rev peptide ( Figure 9 ). The M-chelateRev catalysts were shown to bind supercoiled plasmid DNA with moderate binding affinity (K D,app ,1700-3600 nM; Table 2 ), although the observed DNA-binding affinity was ,3 orders of magnitude weaker than the RRE RNA-binding by the M-chelate-Rev catalysts (Table 1) .
Following elucidation of the plasmid DNA-binding affinities for each of the Ni-chelate-Rev catalysts, the nuclease activities of the M-chelate-Rev catalysts and M-chelates lacking Rev were studied. Knowledge of the DNA-binding affinities for the M-chelate-Rev catalysts allowed the design of experiments with concentrations of DNA (10 mM bp) and catalyst (100 nM) such that ,73-86% of each M-chelate-Rev catalyst was initially DNAbound, whereas M-chelates lacking Rev, which possess DNA-binding affinities that are several orders of magnitude worse, were ,0% DNA-bound. Under these conditions, significantly higher rates of DNA cleavage were observed for the Rev-coupled M-chelates than for the Mchelates lacking Rev, as shown for Cu-NTA-Rev vs Cu-NTA in Figure 10 .
Enhancements in the rates of DNA cleavage that occurred upon attachment of M-chelates to Rev presumably occurred as a result of electrostatic attraction between the positively charged Rev peptide and negatively charged DNA, but were not nearly as high as those expected from attachment of a targeting ligand with much greater target-binding affinity, such as observed for binding of the M-chelate-Rev catalysts to HIV RRE RNA. To illustrate this point, nuclease activities for three Comparison of the reactivity of M-chelate-Rev catalysts toward either plasmid DNA or HIV RRE RNA clearly reveals the importance of target-binding affinity, especially when compared with the reactivities of M-chelates lacking Rev. However, another important conclusion may be drawn from these experiments: since the relative rates of DNA cleavage and RNA cleavage by each M-chelate-Rev catalyst do not consistently match those expected based on the percentage of catalyst that is target-bound ( Figure 11B) , it is evident that other factors, such as alignment of the catalytic metal center with the nucleic acid backbone, the degree of geometric constraint, and/or the relative ease of oxidation of DNA relative to RNA targets, contribute significantly to the observed nuclease activities. Therefore, one major conclusion of this study is that the alignment between catalyst and the nucleic acid backbone is a critical parameter that must be considered in the future design of artificial nucleases. 4,18,19) . B, Percentage of the expected rate constant for DNA nicking by M-chelate-Rev complexes, expressed as a percentage of the analogous rate constant for targeted nicking of HIV RRE RNA, and normalized using the corresponding percentage of catalyst that is DNA-bound (Table 2) ; rate constants less than 100% of the expected rate constant imply a suboptimal orientation of the catalytic metal center with the DNA backbone, while a value greater than 100% suggests improved reactivity through more optimal orientation. All reactions were performed under similar conditions with 100 nM catalyst, 1 mM ascorbate and 1 mM H 2 O 2 . *The normalized rate constants shown here were obtained by dividing each k obs by the number of base pairs present in each species (2686 bp for pUC19 plasmid, 17 bp for the HIV RRE RNA construct), as required, to normalize against the impact of nucleic acid polymer length on the rate of nicking.
1 Greater than or equal to the value shown, since the corresponding rate of HIV RRE RNA cleavage was below the limit of detection.
Targeted catalytic inactivation of human angiotensin converting enzyme
Human sACE-1 is an important therapeutic target for the treatment of hypertension and heart failure due to its critical physiological roles in cardiovascular function, primarily the hydrolysis of the peptides angiotensin I and bradykinin; both of these processes result in overall vasoconstriction (66) (67) (68) (69) . Several inhibitors of sACE-1, such as lisinopril (currently marketed as Zestril and Prinivil), successfully alleviate hypertension through a reversible mode of competitive inhibition of sACE-1, blocking binding of the natural substrates of sACE-1 (66, 67, (70) (71) (72) (73) (74) (75) . However, the reversible mode of inhibition by lisinopril requires high doses (5 to 40 mg/day) in order Figure 13 . Concentration-dependent inactivation of human angiotensin-1 converting enzyme (sACE-1) by Fe-NTA-lisinopril (17) . A, sACE-1 (1 nM) was preincubated with variable concentrations of Fe-NTA-lisinopril, and subsequently sACE-1 activity was measured from the initial cleavage rates of fluorogenic substrate. B, Dependence of sACE-1 activity on Fe-NTA-lisinopril concentration. IC 50 values were determined for all synthesized M-chelate-lisinopril complexes in the same manner. to achieve stoichiometric saturation of sACE-1 (66) .
There is significant interest in the development of multiple-turnover drugs that irreversibly modify critical protein/enzyme targets, allowing substoichiometric concentrations of drug to be used. Several research groups have recently developed various artificial proteases that use target-selective metal catalysts, as described in an earlier section. However, many of the catalytic metallodrugs developed previously for the purposes of enzyme inactivation (especially hydrolytic metallodrugs) function with relatively slow second-order chemistry, as a result of either low enzyme-binding affinity or sluggish inactivation chemistry once bound to the targeted enzyme, limiting the practicality of clinical use.
In an effort to overcome these limitations, we have developed a class of catalytic metallodrugs (Figure 12 ) based on combinations of the transition metals Fe 3+ + , Co 2+ + , Ni 2+ + , and Cu 2+ + and the chelators DOTA, EDTA, NTA, and tripeptide GGH, which were chemically linked to the lysine side chain of lisinopril, such that the inhibitor lisinopril targeted each reactive M-chelate to the active sites of sACE-1 (17) . The resulting M-chelate-lisinopril catalysts both bind to sACE-1 with high affinity ( Figure 13 ) and also irreversibly inactivate sACE-1 with high selectivity (Table 4 ). The oxidative nature of these M-chelate-lisinopril catalysts distinguishes them from the relatively slow hydrolytic catalysts that have been developed previously, while lisinopril is a particularly potent targeting ligand (IC 50 ,1.9 nM), resulting in a high level of selectivity for sACE-1 relative to non-targeted proteins.
As with the M-chelate-Rev catalysts discussed in previous sections, the variety of lisinopril-coupled Mchelates used provided variability in catalyst size, coordination unsaturation, reduction potential, and charge, such that the effect of these catalyst parameters on the ability of M-chelate-lisinopril catalysts to inactivate sACE-1 could be assessed. The ability of each M-chelatelisinopril complex to both reversibly inhibit and catalytically inactivate sACE-1 was assessed, and varying binding affinities and rates of targeted irreversible inactivation (and cleavage) of sACE-1 by M-chelate-lisinopril complexes were observed.
The relative ACE-binding affinity of each catalyst was assessed by incubating the enzyme with variable concentrations of each catalyst (in the absence of coreactants) and following the change in rate for sACE-1-mediated cleavage of the fluorogenic substrate Mca-RPPGFSAFK(Dnp)-OH, shown in Figure 13 . IC 50 values for sACE-1 inhibition were determined for each species. Lisinopril was found to have an IC 50 of 1.9 nM. Following attachment of M-chelates to lisinopril, IC 50 values were found in the range 44-4500 nM, with IC 50 values increasing with the size of the attached M-chelate and, to a lesser extent, the negative charge of the attached M-chelate. The inverse correlation between ACE-binding affinity and M-chelate size, illustrated in Figure 14 , is consistent with Figure 15 . Energy-minimized structural models of tACE active site (equivalent to the active site of C-domain of sACE except for 36 additional residues at the N-terminus of tACE) (17) . Control experiments were also performed for Mchelates lacking attached lisinopril. Comparison of the second-order rate constants for inactivation of sACE-1 by M-chelate-lisinopril catalysts and by M-chelates lacking lisinopril confirms the critical importance of the attachment to lisinopril in order for each catalyst to irreversibly inactivate sACE-1 ( Table 4 ). The second-order rate constants for sACE-1 inactivation were typically increased by at least 10-fold upon attachment to lisinopril, reflecting the requirement for active-site binding in order for each catalyst to efficiently inactivate sACE-1.
Initial rates of cleavage of the backbone of sACE-1 by each catalyst were separately monitored by SDS-PAGE, under similar conditions, so that the degree to which the observed inactivation of sACE-1 arose from either modification of amino acid side chains or cleavage of the sACE-1 backbone could be assessed. In general, it was found that inactivation was mediated primarily by modification of amino acid side chains, since the rate of backbone cleavage was typically only a fraction of the total rate of inactivation by each catalyst (Table 4) . Following 14-h incubations of sACE-1 with each catalyst and coreactants, comparison of the overall decrease in k cat /K M (for substrate turnover by sACE-1) and the overall portion of sACE-1 that was cleaved (monitored by SDS-PAGE) further confirmed that modification of sACE-1 amino acid side chains was the primary mechanism of inactivation for each catalyst, consistent with other studies of metal-catalyzed oxidation of proteins (6, 76, 77) .
As observed for the nuclease activity of M-chelate-Rev catalysts, certain relationships were observed between the reduction potential of the attached M-chelate and the ability of each M-chelate-lisinopril catalyst to mediate inactivation of sACE-1 ( Figure 18B ). However, whereas the nuclease activity of Rev-coupled M-chelates was highest for M-chelates with reduction potentials between -66 and +380 mV, the most rapid inactivation of sACE-1 by Mchelate-lisinopril complexes was observed for M-chelates with reduction potentials near + +1000 mV (Cu-GGHlisinopril and Ni-GGH-lisinopril). This contrast most likely arises due to the increased difficulty of oxidation of protein side chains, relative to the (deoxy)ribose rings of DNA and RNA, and suggests a unique mechanism of oxidation for the catalysts containing metal complexes of the naturally occurring ATCUN motifs such as M-GGH. The natural in vivo abundance of ATCUN motifs in albumins (78) (79) (80) (81) , histatins (82, 83) , and neuromedin C (84), typically used for Cu-and Ni transport, as well as selective oxidation chemistry, most likely reflects both the placement of the Cu-ATCUN and Ni-ATCUN reduction potentials outside of the typical physiological window and the lack of diffusible ROS produced by these complexes ( Figure 2B ).
These M-chelate-lisinopril catalysts possess the advantage of irreversible catalytic inactivation of sACE-1, in contrast to the reversible mode of inhibition for lisinopril and other reversible inhibitors, and demonstrate how catalyst parameters such as reduction potential, redox reactivity, coordination unsaturation, geometric alignment, size, and charge may be tuned to optimize catalytic efficiency. These catalysts provide a useful starting point in the development of more efficient catalytic metallodrugs for inactivation of sACE-1 as well as for catalysts directed toward other therapeutic targets. Figure 18 . The relationship between the rate of catalyst-mediated inactivation and/or cleavage on the catalyst reduction potential depended on both the nature of the target (nucleic acid vs protein) and reactivity with the principle redox coreactants (17, 18) . A, Cleavage of HIV Rev response element (RRE) RNA by M-chelate-Rev catalysts. B, Inactivation of sACE-1 by M-chelate-lisinopril catalysts. For RNA and DNA cleavage, rates were highest for reduction potentials (low potential region) between those of H 2 O 2 / hydroxyl radical (E6 = + +380 mV) and ascorbyl radical/ascorbate (E6 = -66 mV), shown by the dashed lines, for which multiple turnovers (and generation of reactive oxygen species) were thermodynamically favored. For inactivation of the enzyme sACE-1, rates were highest for M-chelates with reduction potentials near 1000 mV (high region).
